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QUICK HEXCRAWL INFO

DISTANCE
1 hex equals 5 miles.

RATE OF TRAVEL PER HEX
Rainforest (hacking through greenery

with blades): 4 hours
Mountains (slippery stones; rockfalls;

treacherous terrain) : 3 hours
Savannah (flatland; grasses range from

waist-high to 6 feet): 2 hours

REGIONS OF PLATEAU
North: Pterians
South: Spire, walking plants
East: Exiles, crash site
West: Plasmics, contamination
Center: Temple, robots

IMPORTANT LOCATIONS
Abscess, source of Contamination: 5-H
Aerie, home of pterians: 12-H
Akabo, city overrun by undead: 17-A
Bata, village of exiles : 20-E
Crash site of alien spaceship: 22-K
Entrance to plateau through cave: 9-N
Khirima, city where king reigns: 5-N
Lake where the island rises: 7-P
Lavender Mire, plasmic queen: 4-F
Spire, home of Nameless Druid: 13-K
Temple of Ages That Are Not: 15-I

WEATHER
1-7 Clear skies: foraging is easier (as per

Rules & Magic, p. 34)
8-14 Cloudy, overcast, or drizzling
15-16 Rain: reduced visibility (cut by one-

quarter), ranged attacks at -1
17-18 Torrential downpour: reduced

visibility (cut by one half), ranged
weapon attacks at -2, range halved;
speed half normal

19-20 Monsoon: Speed is one-quarter
normal; visibility reduced to 10'; no
movement through rainforests

LIST OF HEX ENCOUNTERS

These are hexes for which descriptions have
been written. For hexes not on this list, use
random encounters (see page 113).

1-I
1-J
1-K
2-E
2-F
2-J
2-M
3-D
3-L
3-M
3-N
4-F
4-G
4-H
4-I
4-J
4-K
4-M
4-N
5-D
5-E
5-F
5-G
5-H
5-I
5-J
5-K
5-L
5-N
5-R
6-D
6-E
6-F
6-G
6-H
6-I
6-J
6-K
6-L
6-M
6-P

6-Q
7-C
7-D
7-E
7-F
7-G
7-H
7-I
7-J
7-K
7-L
7-M
7-P
7-Q
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10-B
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World of the Lost

World of the Lost is set near the fictional city of Khirima, in 17th-century
Nigeria. The territory depicted in the map is dominated by a large
plateau inhabited by bellowing dinosaurs and strange monsters.

The first chapter is about the city of Khirima, which is located in hex 5-N.
The people of this city pay a tribute of silver each year; they believe that
this placates the monsters atop the plateau, but it actually helps to
maintain the inner workings of a research station constructed by aliens.
There is no map of Khirima, because it's randomly generated by the
Referee.

The second chapter of this book details 200 of the hexes on the plateau.
This strange place is the site of a three-way war between exiles (barbaric
humans), pterians (winged dinosaur-people), and plasmics (grotesque
slime creatures). It's also inhabited by murderous robots and vicious
dinosaurs.

Chapter three is about Temple of Ages That Are Not, a dungeon located
in hex 15-I. This dungeon consists of nine rooms, and the player
characters may wander through all nine of them without encountering a
single door, triggering any traps, or fighting any enemies. On the other
hand, the adventurers might inadvertently kill billions of people.

The fourth chapter is a bestiary describing the creatures of this strange
place: robots, dinosaurs, plasmics, exiles, pterians, and the ferocious
undead known as the ogbanje.

The front endpapers contain the table of contents, along with reference
information pertaining to the city of Khirima; the back endpapers
provide hexcrawl info, as well as descriptions of inclement weather,
environmental hazards, and generic monster stats.

Note: The MP3 file (described on page 120) will be bundled with the PDF
version. LotFP provides a free PDF with purchase of the printed version
(send proof of purchase to lotfp@lotfp.com).



1. FIRST IMPRESSIONS

The wall outside of Khirima is miles wide. It is a massive earthwork (the
largest on the planet, and second only to the Great Wall of China in size),
manned by hundreds of guards. Beyond the wall is a 50' moat. It's dry,
and full of thornedhedges and wooden spikes shoved into the earth at an
angle.

Each of the wall's four sides features enormous fortified gateways; these
are large enough to accommodate the endless stream of crowds entering
and exiting the city.

Within, the city is laid out in a rigid grid of parallel streets and square
buildings. The streets are wide, clear lanes of packed dirt; pedestrians
stroll alongside carts pulled by donkeys and camels.

The city is divided by smaller walls into nine districts. The center district
is the royal palace, and the other eight include the Trade Square, the
Guild Square, and the Noble Square (the exact layout of these eight
districts is to be determined randomly by the Referee).

The city is colorful, active, warm, and orderly. Avenues are lined with
coconut palms and carved elephant tusks. Locals know better than to
disturb the latter (it is a crime punishable by death).

Common animals within city limits include cattle, chickens, dogs,
donkeys, goats, sheep. It's also possible to see larger beasts, such as
elephants, rhinos, or giraffes.

The tables on the following pages will furnish additional details.

LAWS, d6

These are the most seriously-enforced laws of Khirima. If a law is broken,
a Mission must be completed (see page 38) to avoid severe punishment.
Roll on this table if you want someone to accuse a player of a crime, or if
there's a public execution taking place, and the players want to know
what the crime was.

1. It is illegal to own coral if you are not of the leopard faction.
2. Never make eye contact with those who carry silver to the waterfall.
3. You must never inquire about the sacred craft of metalworking.
4. Outsiders must never speak of the king or the royal family, ever.
5. No sacred animal (python, leopard, pangolin, eagle) may be injured

or killed.
6. Necromancy of any kind is illegal.
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THE EIGHT DISTRICTS

1. Blade Square: center of military strength; barracks and armories.
2. City Square: residential area of square homes made from red clay.
3. Guild Square: darkened by soot from blacksmiths; a place where

artisans create works.
4. Holy Square: where the prophets of two competing religions

represent their deities.
5. Justice Square: a civic center, including a courtroom, prison, and

council chambers.
6. Mercy Square: there are no beggars in Khirima; here, the King feeds

and shelters the poor.
7. Noble Square: the wealthy and powerful weave their  schemes.
8. Trade Square: a noisy merchant bazaar where caravans hawk wares

and sleep in tents.

BLADE SQUARE LOCATIONS, d4

At any time, the King can mobilize 20,000 soldiers; with a few days to
prepare, he can assemble a fighting force of over 100,000. Some of the
city’s soldiers are in Blade Square, while others stand atop the walls, or
patrol the area around the city, or walk the corridors of the palace.

1. Barracks
2. Training field
3. Armory
4. Stable

CITY SQUARE LOCATIONS, d4

Homes in Khirima consist of 20'-50' square buildings with red clay walls.
Typically, the first room is an ante-court where guests sit on straw mats
(visitors sometimes camp here). The second room is a large family room
with sleeping alcoves along walls. The third room is a quiet room, where
work is done and business is transacted (for example, residents spin and
weave cotton, or dye it). The fourth room contains cooking stoves and a
garden; the roof is open, letting in sunlight and starlight.

1. Small single person residence
2. Cozy home for one couple
3. Family house
4. Large home with extended family

WW  OO  RR  LL  DD      OO  FF      TT  HH  EE      LL  OO  SS  TT
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GUILD SQUARE LOCATIONS, d10

1. Blacksmith
2. Herbalist
3. Leather shop
4. Silversmith
5. Tailor
6. Tanner
7. Woodworker
8. Potter
9. Warehouse
10. Granary

HOLY SQUARE LOCATIONS, D8

These are the eight types of building found in Holy Square.

1. Temple of the Edo faith: a warm, dark, sturdy building
2. Shrine of the Igbo faith: a tall, shiny, elegant structure
3. House of the Dibia (Edo): the place where Edo Clerics cook and sing
4. House of the Ohen (Igbo): where Igbo Clerics study and instruct
5. Public altar: this prayer space is near a small tree and a single skull

on the ground
6. Burial ground: one tomb is actually an entrance
7. Garden: a nondenominational place of quiet contemplation
8. Library: some say that the librarians never sleep or eat

JUSTICE SQUARE LOCATIONS, d4

These are the four types of structures in Justice Square. Roll to determine
the kind of building encountered.

1. Civic center
2. Court of law
3. Prison
4. Council chamber

MERCY SQUARE LOCATIONS, d4

The poor and sick do not beg in Khirima. They are housed, clothed, and
fed, and they dwell in Mercy Square. Those who are able to work are
welcome at the workhouse, but this is not an expectation (merely a way
for those who receive the King's gold to maintain their dignity).

1. Kitchen
2. Residence
3. Hospital
4. Workhouse

CC  HH  AA  PP  TT  EE  RR      11  ::      CC  II  TT  YY
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NOBLE SQUARE LOCATIONS, D8

1. Estate of ill repute: no one talks about how this family got wealthy
2. Performance hall: artists gather here to perform (then fornicate)
3. House of merchants: they purportedly smuggle illicit goods
4. House with religious affiliation: ties to temple are now strained
5. Estate of heroic lineage: the warriors of old would be ashamed now
6. Museum: hallowed relics, mysterious artifacts, odd devices
7. Old silver: wealth passed down from ages past, but possibly cursed
8. House of patrons: they sponsor the arts, but whispers tell of a terrible

price that must be paid every so often

TRADE SQUARE LOCATIONS, D8

Note: For food and miscellaneous supplies, use the Price List in the Rules
& Magic book as a reference (characters will pay City prices). For
weapons and armor, see page 16.

1. Food stall (page 14)
2. Weapons (page 16)
3. Armorer (page 16)
4. Caravan supplier
5. Fish seller
6. Tavern (page 15)
7. Clothier
8. Spice seller

UNIQUE LOCATIONS, d10

As the player characters explore Khirima, it's possible that they'll
encounter the same type of building more than once (for instance, while
visiting Guild Square, they might encounter a blacksmith, only to
encounter another one soon after). Roll on the table to give recurring
locations unique characteristics:

WW  OO  RR  LL  DD      OO  FF      TT  HH  EE      LL  OO  SS  TT
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1. This building is cursed, and
clerics are trying to cleanse it.

2. Strange weather afflicts this
place; it is dry when the rest
of the city is wet, or cold
while all other places are hot.

3. This is a crime scene, and the
guards have been summoned
(they'll arrive in 1d20
minutes).

4. An unusual animal (such as a
tiger or elephant) is kept here.

5. The building is on fire.

6. A mysterious person is
moving into this building.

7. People are rebuilding this
structure, because it has been
burned or otherwise damaged.

8. Royal guards are blocking the
entrance to this building.

9. A crowd gathers here to
witness a miracle of some
kind.

10. Someone is selling a unique
item here; they are eager or
desperate.



NPC TABLEs

After selecting a name, roll 4d20 on any of the following tables to create a random
NPC. Each NPC has a personal quest, and will either try to recruit the player
characters to help, or will perceive the PCs as an obstacle which must be
destroyed. 

Table 1 is for commoners. Table 2 is for those who are somehow affiliated with
martial or legal matters. The NPCs of Table 3 are fairly well-known in Khirima
(their reputations precede them). 

Citizens of Khirima
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QUEST

1. Abolish monarchy
2. Acquire the silver in the Temple
3. Become wealthy
4. Construct puzzle for others
5. Convert all to the correct form of worship
6. Create art that will change the world
7. Defeat nemesis in public
8. Deliver grim news
9. Destroy sacred artifact
10. Doesn’t want to go back; but has to
11. End this curse
12. Find a lost person
13. Get out of bad relationship
14. Hoard artwork and sculpture
15. Investigate prominent person
16. Kill someone, anyone
17. Learn the secrets of time control
18. Needs bones of a monster for magic powder
19. Prove valor and courage
20. Recover enchanted item

SECRET

1. Buried a small corpse yesterday
2. Committed horrible murder
3. Consumed by an addiction
4. Covered up an atrocity
5. Creates excellent forgeries
6. Expert blackmailer
7. Harbors a hatred for the King
8. Has stolen a sacred relic
9. Haunted and pursued
10. Headed for the plateau tomorrow
11. Is the sole survivor
12. Knows the truth about her
13. Loves someone who must not be loved
14. On a holy mission
15. Plotting an assassination
16. Seeks redemption for a crime
17. Slew an innocent person
18. Suffers brutal abuse
19. Traitor to the kingdom
20. Was denied forgiveness

OCCUPATION

1. Armorer
2. Blacksmith 
3. Brass caster
4. Butcher
5. Carpenter
6. Clothier
7. Cook
8. Farmer
9. Fish seller
10. Gardener
11. Goatherd
12. Herbalist
13. Merchant
14. Servant
15. Silversmith
16. Stable worker
17. Tailor
18. Tanner
19. Weaver
20. Woodworker

PERSONALITY

1. Ambitious
2. Arrogant
3. Calculating
4. Calm
5. Clever
6. Compassionate
7. Cruel
8. Cynical
9. Demanding
10. Greedy
11. Honest
12. Humble
13. Impatient
14. Kind
15. Lecherous
16. Lethargic
17. Noble
18. Paranoid
19. Violent
20. Warm

NPC TABLE 1
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NPC TABLE 2

OCCUPATION

1. Archer
2. Caravan guard
3. Caravan scout
4. Chancellor of Silver
5. Court Scribe
6. Elephant hunter
7. City guard
8. Guard of the court
9. Granary guard
10. Prison guard
11. Judge of law
12. King's guard
13. Minister of Finance
14. Royal scribe
15. Scholar of law
16. Sentry
17. Soldier
18. Trainer of soldiers
19. Translator
20. Treasurer

PERSONALITY

1. Abrupt
2. Bombastic
3. Brave
4. Chatty
5. Competitive
6. Coy
7. Deceitful
8. Hostile
9. Imperious
10. Irritable
11. Loyal
12. Optimistic
13. Patient
14. Pious
15. Pompous
16. Sensual
17. Stoic
18. Vain
19. Weary
20. Wry

QUEST

1. Awaken ancient evil
2. Collect bounty
3. Cover up crime
4. Cure this horrible disease
5. Deliver item
6. Drive the Pangolins and Leopards to war
7. Humiliate someone important
8. Kill specific person
9. Map the plateau
10. Perform exorcism and destroy this 

demon
11. Punish self for atrocities
12. See a monster in the flesh
13. See that martial law is declared
14. Slay those who would deny the truth
15. Take up the blade once more
16. To become a legend
17. To exact sweet revenge
18. Trade sister’s spirit to the demon
19. Unleash the great beasts on the plateau
20. Wants to perform a forbidden ritual

SECRET

1. Bound by an unbreakable oath
2. Grew up in chains
3. Has a bloody bag of silver
4. Has a magical weapon
5. Has apocalyptic visions
6. Has renounced faith
7. Knows facts about plasmics
8. Knows where the silver is
9. Loved him, then killed him
10. Not actually human
11. Part of a conspiracy
12. Remorseful; wronged an innocent
13. Seeks vengeance; will not rest
14. Serves a necromancer
15. Suffered death in the family
16. Survived a demon's attack
17. Travels in disguise
18. Visited by undead spirits
19. Working with a con artist
20. Worships an evil deity

WW  OO  RR  LL  DD      OO  FF      TT  HH  EE      LL  OO  SS  TT
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APPEARANCE

1. Bakongo raffia cloth; striped and checked
2. Blue dye on eyebrows, hands, and feet
3. Bright blue modesty cloth tied about the chest
4. Clothing that has been dyed an iridescent blue;

bright and metallic
5. Copper rings and brass bracelets
6. Decorative scarring; clad in red silk
7. Garter made of cowries; copper bangles on arms
8. Hair dyed with oil from nuts: greenish-yellow
9. Hair in spikes, like a sea urchin
10. Hair: long braids dyed white
11. Ivory armlet etched with leopards and eagles
12. Jewelry: spirals, coils, and snakes, all

symbolizing power
13. Long hair adorned with red coral
14. Necklace of shark teeth; hair in long braids
15. Net shirt with a coral bead at each knot
16. Silver bracelets, ivory anklets
17. Spectacular conical hat, like a tower of fabric
18. Tattoos upon arms and neck; golden bracelets
19. Wild wreath of red hair
20. Wrapped in bright green silk

REPUTATION

1. Avaricious, but kind
2. Battled a monster
3. Bearer of ill news
4. Bound by honor
5. Breaker of oaths
6. Champion of the poor
7. Dying, but still dangerous
8. Fierce warrior
9. Generous lender, brutal collector
10. Hanged and resurrected
11. Hero of famous battle
12. Jovial and sadistic
13. Left hand of evil
14. Lost and damned
15. Lover of torture
16. Murderer
17. Serves darkest of gods
18. Slew the white tiger
19. Stands for justice
20. Survived a horrid plague

OCCUPATION

1. Actor
2. Astronomer
3. Concubine
4. Dancer
5. Dibia (Edo Cleric)
6. Emissary
7. Guild Leader
8. King's sorcerer
9. Librarian
10. Menagerie attendant
11. Museum curator
12. Musician
13. Noble
14. Ohen (Igbo Cleric)
15. Painter
16. Physician
17. Royal clothier
18. Scholar of faiths
19. Sculptor
20. Singer

QUEST

1. Avenge humiliation
2. Conceal true identity
3. Destroy the Temple on plateau
4. Earn their respect
5. Escape blackmail
6. Explore lair of a monster
7. Find distraction from hateful life
8. Fulfill blood-soaked destiny
9. Heed the call of darkness
10. Hunt and destroy evil
11. Kidnap someone innocent
12. Protect family member
13. Redemption for past failure
14. Reputation restored
15. Rule at all costs
16. Seduce someone powerful
17. Sell this worthless map
18. Tell everyone about the prophecy
19. To expose a coward
20. Wants a key to a special box

NPC TABLE 3
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Chapter 2: Plateau

Many years ago, entities from Beyond populated this region with giant
creatures from the past (which they had harvested from different epochs
of time). For a time, they studied the dinosaurs and other megafauna, and
they even experimented with hybridization (creating the dinosaur-
humans known as pterians), but then they abandoned their research.

The specimens bore young, and their young grew to maturity and had
progeny of their own. Each successive generation was more savage than
the one before, as food was scarce and escape was impossible.

There is only one influx of new life: humans. Periodically, adventurers
enter the plateau, hoping to seize the vast quantities of silver rumored to
be hidden within. These humans find themselves trapped by the
forcefield, and they either perish, or they join the exiles.

The exiles, barbaric humans who dwell in the northeast, are locked in an
endless war with the pterians (winged dinosaur-people), and both
groups despise the plasmics (slime monsters from the west).

Adventurers journeying here will find themselves amidst warring
factions, dinosaurs, robots, giant ambulatory plants, and an
extraterrestrial spacecraft that was somehow able to penetrate the
forcefield.

GETTING INVOLVED

Some of the hex encounters will be conflicts between humanoids and
creatures, or groups of humanoids against each other. If the player
characters do not get involved, then whoever wins the battle will most
assuredly go after the PCs next. 

If the adventurers interfere in some way, then they might make an enemy,
but they also stand to gain information, weapons, treasure, and allies (all
of which are described in the hex descriptions). Both the pterians and the
exiles have bases of operations where the player characters can rest, heal,
and prepare for their next foray into the plateau, and they will reward
adventurers for their help.

WW  OO  RR  LL  DD      OO  FF      TT  HH  EE      LL  OO  SS  TT
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9-M
A Megistotherium (Armor 14, Movement 150’, 6 Hit Dice, 36hp, bite 1d10,
Morale 11) prowls along a ledge of rock, sniffing for prey. Overhead, a
robot (Armor 13, Movement 60’, 2 Hit Dice, 9hp, claw attack 1d6, Morale
12) heads for 8-M, where it will pick up the silver offerings (unless the
adventurers have already swiped it, at which point the robot may start
looking for them).

9-N
The path up the side of the mountain is treacherous, because the spray
from the waterfall makes the rocks slick. If one makes it to the top, and
ducks into the cave behind the waterfall, cave paintings glow in the
darkness, lighting the way. The cave meanders for a hundred yards, then
dead-ends at a pit in the ground, ten feet wide. The hole leads to a smooth
shaft of polished stone, set at an angle. A weird light flickers at the
bottom. Anyone who enters the shaft slides straight down for several
minutes, passing through a strange light. 

This is the Membrane, part of the forcefield around the plateau. This is
the one place where someone can enter (but never exit) the plateau. It’s a
one-way door; any attempt to climb back up will result in hitting the
same invisible (and impenetrable) wall that surrounds the plateau. The
shaft evens out, and the adventurers gradually slow until the reach the
bottom, where a ten-foot-wide conveyor belt moves them along the eight-
mile length of the cave. This system was not designed for people, really;
it’s intended to carry loads of silver into the plateau, so that the robots can
harvest it and use it to maintain the Temple of Ages that Are Not (located
in 15-I; for more information, read Chapter 3: Dungeon). The
adventurers eventually reach the mouth of the cave at 8-M (immediately
turn to that hex description).

This is a forbidden place -- it's where the Strangled (see page 13) deliver
the silver each year; if anyone local sees the player characters trespassing
here, they will probably report this treason to the authorities.

9-P
A serval (Armor 15, Movement 120’, 2 Hit Dice, 10hp, bite 1d6, Morale 10)
drinks from the lake. Nearby, there are bootprints in the sand. They lead
to a makeshift camp in a tree, where someone piled branches together to
form a rough bed in the fork of two large branches. Investigation reveals
that someone spent a few days here, but built no fire and did not eat
much food. The person came from 9-R, then headed along the coast to 9-
Q.
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13-N
Three Quetzalcoatluses (Armor 15, 6 Hit Dice, 28hp, 31hp, 33hp, bite 1d8,
Morale 12; picks up prey on natural 18 or higher) attack a pair of exiles
armed with spears. One of the exiles recovered something from the crash
site at 22-K; it's a small metal device covered in buttons. The specific
effects of the device's features are left to the Referee, but here is a list of
functions:

1. Cortical inhibitor blast
2. Single-dimension neural interface
3. Terraforming initiator
4. Subspace flux manipulator
5. Nanomed deployment
6. Ship controls

13-R
The rainforest gives way to the six-foot grasses of the savannah. Towering
above them is an 18’ termite mound. Yelling comes from within; if it’s
broken open, a Cleric tumbles out. Her names is Agnes, and she’s from
Troyes, France. Her hands are tied with rope, and she has a black eye. She
tells a preposterous story to tell about a group of violent rabbit-people
who knocked her off her donkey, stole her sword, and tied her up. The
players will probably never find out how she actually got in there,
because she can’t utter a declarative sentence that makes any sense or
contains any truth. Agnes is completely insane. She is also a 5th Level
Cleric, and will cheerfully cast spells like Cure Disease or Cure Light
Wounds on those who help her (she may also steal all their silver and run
away in the night).
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Chapter 3: Dungeon

Though it is known to the people of Khirima (and the plateau) as The
Temple of Ages That Are Not, this dungeon (found in hex 15-I) is actually
a research station. It was constructed by entities who are long-gone.
Perhaps they were androids from the future; or the Incas, who traveled
here from Peru; or extraterrestrials; or the Ancient Ones, tentacled
monstrosities from Earth’s past.

Whatever the case, the creators of the Temple studied our planet and its
inhabitants, bending matter and time to their will, and then they
abandoned the project, leaving the dinosaurs and other beasts to fend for
themselves.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

The Temple of Ages That Are Not is plagued by strange anomalies (time
travel, biological contaminants, and so on). There are 9 large rooms, each
in the shape of a 110’ cube:

1. Field Chamber, page 128
2. Magnetism Chamber, page 130
3. Gravity Chamber, page 132
4. Atmosphere Chamber, page 136
5. Temperature Chamber, page 138
6. Biology Chamber, page 140
7. Plasmic Chamber, page 142
8. War Chamber, page 144
9. Time Chamber, page 146

ABOUT THESE ROOMS

1. The 9 rooms are laid out in a 3x3 grid.
2. Because there are no doors, player characters in the starting room

(Field Chamber) have unrestricted access to the 8 other rooms.
3. It is dangerous to walk through certain parts of some rooms, but if

the characters hug the walls as they move from room to room, they
can proceed without trouble.

4. In each room, various objects (cubes, pyramids, spheres) lay
dormant; interacting with these can be harmful or beneficial.

5. Each room is connected to at least two other rooms. Each doorway is
10’ wide, 10’ long, and 110’ high.
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